
Subject: Re: Ques�ons

From: Sacred Breath <oursacredbreath@gmail.com>

Date: 4/27/2019, 6:47 PM

To: Angela at HEAL <angela@heal-online.org>,

sstone@rtamerica.tv

Angela,

Now you are making inadvertent death threats in

addition to stalking and harassing both Sean and

our organization? We take this very seriously and

have already contacted the authorities. 

Our lawyer will require your full legal name, copy of

your driver's license or US passport and the name

of the alleged "student" who has "contacted" you.

Otherwise our lawyers will be getting your IP

address and information from Amazon via the

stalker packages you have been incessantly

sending Sean. We take stalking very seriously and

will pursue it to the full extent of the law if

necessary.

Also, after inquiring on your further, I have came

upon various literature that debunks your

"organization" and deeply questions your mental
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health. Once such article may be found

here: http://healonlinerevealed.com/

An excerpt: 

HEAL’s espouses opinion and untruths about

the personnel of therapeutic programs with no

proof whatsoever. No one at HEAL is a trained

therapist, psychologist or childcare expert.

They have never set foot on the campus of

nearly all of the programs they claim to have

abused their residents. Their goal is to simply

shut them all down … HEAL always assumes

the worst, even when they can find nothing

wrong with a program.

Sorry, but we do not in any way, shape or form comply

with terrorism which is what you are: a mentally

unstable terrorist. You are terrorizing our organiza�on

and many others with no grounds to do so.

We are currently having our lawyers and law
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enforcement review the thousands of emails and

mail you have sent Sean along with a false

report you made to the FBI regarding him. We

see that you have a history of mental illness

having attempted suicide as a teenager along

with the nonsensical emails you have sent in

shocking excess. Our lawyers are questioning

your sanity and advising us to process with both

legal action and a restraining order for cyber

harassment and stalking. Your incessant mail

and emails to Sean constitutes stalking and

harassment under the law and now your

subsequent harassment of and false claims

regarding my organization does so as well. You

are looking at severe legal penalties here. 

Additionally, you have obvious lies listed on your

"website" regarding our organization.

The first is that you ask "our employees" to contact

you if they have “endured mistreatment”. This is

hilarious. We don't have any employees nor did we

ever. False claim #1

Further, our website clearly states that it is for
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informational purposes only and is not intended to

diagnose, mitigate, treat or cure any disease or

condition. You suggest otherwise on your

site. False claim #2

Also, for your information, no children are allowed

to practice our form of breathwork. The child in

Colorado was practicing Rebirthing Breathwork

which is not even close to our method. Ours is very

gentle and safe. We do not allow those under 18 to

practice it. Further, the article said the child died via

suffocation from excess pillows and negligence,

not the actual breathwork, two very different things.

We do not even use pillows. To poorly extrapolate

as you are is like saying one person died in a plane

crash in one isolated event via American Airlines

so ALL airlines should be banned and grounded.

Extremely erroneous logic there.

Next, you have no credentials to conduct an

"investigation", especially via an unsecured

website chock full of false information and fear-

based assumptions. 

All of your false claims are grounds for
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immediate lawsuit.

If you cannot provide an actual student's name

that "reported" us, then this is an immediate

cease and desist notice for both Sean Stone

and Sacred Breath Academy to avoid further

legal action and a subsequent restraining

order. 

Finally, we hold genuine concern for your wellbeing

and suggest you seek mental help immediately. 

Regards,

Sacred Breath

On Sun, Apr 28, 2019 at 4:53 AM Angela at HEAL

<angela@heal-online.org> wrote:

Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

We've updated the page again at

http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm.  I'd like

you to think about

why rules, standards, and laws exist and how

they've evolved since

Hammurabi and even before that by way of local
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custom and social

organization.  I'd like you to consider that even in

nature there are

consequences and disagreements that require

some resolution.  For

example, many species, particularly mammals of

which humans are

included, have a basic policy of exile or death for

those who threaten

or cause harm to the pack/society/troop/etc.  In

modern human societies

we've established and evolved laws and systems

of justice to deal with

disagreements between each other peaceably

whenever possible to avoid

civil war or even wars between nations.  But,

when we have lawlessness

often we see things like the Hatfields and the

McCoys which show

humanity, like other mammals, will resort to wrath

and vengeance where

systems of justice with laws we all understand

and have the right to get

amended through various avenues are not

available nor accessible.
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With the advent of the internet and depending on

said accessibility,

those with internet access can now learn all the

laws applicable to

their life choices as well as what constitutes

illegality and harm to

avoid any public disciplinary actions. And, if you

find a law

unreasonable or unfair you can challenge that on

constitutional grounds

through the justice system or by lobbying

congress.  But, ignoring the

laws and pretending they don't apply to you is

very Leopold and Loeb

regardless of if the criminal behavior is overtly

violent or not.  But,

since boycotting Israel on human rights grounds

is considered by some to

be a form of economic violence, it would seem

fraud (theft by deceit)

would be considered a form of economic

terrorism particularly if

associated with human trafficking rings like that of

Jeffrey Epstein.
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So, I've given you the opportunity to answer the

seven questions and

enlighten me in the event my understanding is

based on a mistaken belief

though I've documented the facts supporting it

and exercised due

diligence on my end.  I'm also an expert in the

area of exposing cults,

frauds, human traffickers, and scams (i.e.

diploma mills/fake

certification and degree programs/etc).  And,

because of both my

extensive knowledge and experience, I feel

confident that my beliefs in

regards to your program are well-founded with no

evidence provided

suggesting the contrary.

Now, I confirmed with law enforcement that

based on the information and

evidence I do have that you are committing

criminal fraud.  So, if you

have evidence to the contrary showing where

we're in error or have
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misunderstood something, you could help clear

up any public statements

about your activities by answering the questions. 

But, if you don't

answer those questions then we have no reason

to make any changes nor

believe you to be acting in good faith.

What we require is you answer those questions

and cite your sources. 

The questions are pretty clear as they specify for

you to name where

your trainers were educated and through what

licensing boards or offices

you hold any licenses, degrees, or qualifications. 

I answered all 7 of

the questions I asked you with sources cited in

communicating with a

third-party who has been bcc'd on this message. 

If you'd like me to

send you my answers I will or if they wish to

enlighten you maybe

they'll forward it to you and they have my consent

to forward those

answers to you.
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If you have any questions for me, feel free to ask

and I will respond to

you.  You can be hostile too.  But, if you are

unreasonable and

unwilling to look at the facts and have a

reasonable discussion, then

that will reinforce our position that you are a

narcissist cult.  And,

if you only targeted narcissists and it was just a

mutual admiration

society for narcissists feeding each other's

delusions for cash while

calling it networking when you show up at

someone else's bullshit scam

or retreat (paraphrasing Elizabeth on this one),

then, I'd be less

bothered by it overall.  But, if illegal and

spreading destructive

ideologies while promoting or associating with

human trafficking rings,

that's illegal for good reason and I support your

being shut down.  And,

recruiting someone I love and coercing,

manipulating, brainwashing, and
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unduly influencing them in a manner that puts

their life and livelihood

at risk was a really bad move given who I am and

what I do.

So, if I'm wrong and this is a comedy of errors of

epic proportion,

reliably sourced information (with sources cited to

clear up any

misunderstanding on my part as a result of

existing reliably sourced

information in my possession also shared online)

is what is required to

manifest a peaceful accord which will help spread

peace and harmony

rather than distrust and confusion.  So, I'm willing

to apologize and

understand I can be somewhat "raw, honest, and

unflinching" like a

buzzsaw so I've heard.  But, the keyword is

"honest" and given my life

experiences if you walked a mile in my shoes and

weren't at least raw

you'd deserve high praise.  But, I don't flinch

because that only
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encourages criminals by making them think you

are too scared to fight

and too paranoid to call the cops.  I'm

courageous enough to fight using

words and facts by unflinchingly spreading the

truth with sources cited

and happy to call law enforcement when a crime

is suspected or shown to

be in progress.

I hope this helps you understand HEAL's position

and my perspective

better.  You are welcome to contact me.  But, if it

is all hostility

with no facts, then I'll likely respond with

#WhatCheneySaid if

anything.  If it is all pleasant compliments with

some condescending

words suggesting HEAL edit the site though you

provide no documentation

showing we've erred, that's not going to work.  If

it is facts showing

our facts are in error in light of new reliably

sourced facts previously

unknown to us, then we'll make changes and
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apologize.

Check out http://www.heal-online.org

/breathless.htm and all the

hypertext links for documentation.  If you have

information showing any

of that is inaccurate or not a complete picture,

we'll consider it, fact

check it, and make any needed changes.

I hope this is clear and calm enough.  But,

appreciate when people

understand that other people, particularly

survivors of human

trafficking done in the guise of private academies

at times, have good

reason to be hyper-vigilant when discovering a

loved one has been

recruited by such a program operating without

any licenses, qualified

staff, while being endorsed by someone part of

the whole Jeffrey Epstein

scandal.

So, while I appreciate that I've been somewhat
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hostile at times in

expressing myself, I hope if you were in my

shoes you'd have the same

feelings of hostility resulting from concern that a

loved one appears to

be in a cult linked to human trafficking.  And,

since I've done

everything legally and above board while

expressing my discontent over

the situation sometimes very unpleasantly, I feel

my position is

reasonable while understanding people possibly

ignorant of their

criminality or that of their associates might find an

initial hostile

approach from a more informed person off-

putting.  So, I get it and hope

you do too.

All My Best,

Angela Smith

HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder
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On 4/5/2019 7:26 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

> Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

>

> We've updated the page on your cult/scam/etc

here:

> http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm this

evening.  If any

> corrections are in order, please feel free to

provide supporting

> evidence or effectively respond to the questions

provided earlier to

> make sure of proper editing if needed.

>

> I doubt you are remotely legitimate in any way. 

But, I remain open to

> the possibility we've made an error.  The

possibility of that is so

> slim and probability of our being correct so

great we're willing to

> give our own due diligence the benefit of the

doubt instead of your

> silence and see that as reasonable.  We also

understand you may not

> wish to self-incriminate further.  But, you've

already done that
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> simply by illegally operating in the first place.

>

> If I can be of any assistance, let me know.

>

> Sincerely,

>

> Angela Smith

>

> HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

>

> On 4/4/2019 9:25 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

>> Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

>>

>> This is your one and only reminder to answer

the questions below

>> before they are posted to the site with

commentary about your failure

>> to respond and what that indicates.  You can

answer them at any time

>> and any responses may result in editing of the

site should you

>> respond after the deadline.  The deadline

remains 4:30pm Pacific,

>> Friday April 5th, 2019.

>>
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>> If confused about anything, just ask.  But,

whether or not you were

>> wished a "Happy April Fools Day" and believe

this is part of that, I

>> assure you it isn't a joke even though based

on my assessment Sacred

>> Breath Academy is and in very bad taste too

given children have died

>> from breathwork resulting in state bans of the

practice.

>>

>> Again, happy to be corrected if there's been a

misunderstanding.

>>

>> My Best,

>>

>> Angela Smith

>>

>> HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

>>

>> On 4/2/2019 4:25 PM, Angela at HEAL wrote:

>>> Dear Sacred Breath Academy,

>>>

>>> I learned about your program from a friend

who has been through your
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>>> "training".  I considered finding a local

provider of your service

>>> as a result of their recommendation. But, I

am also an activist and

>>> advocate who has survived cults, frauds, and

sexual assault.  And,

>>> I've been a well respected activist and

advocate against such for

>>> over 20 years depending on whether you

consider speaking out against

>>> it even as a child/youth as a form of informal

activism.

>>>

>>> As a result of my trauma, I can be hyper-

vigilant in my advocacy. In

>>> addition, I look into things in-depth before

signing up for any

>>> potentially fraudulent or cult "services". So,

as I looked into your

>>> services and any credentials I became

growingly alarmed while also

>>> fearing for the safety of my friend who has

been lured by your

>>> deception.  I gave that friend every

opportunity to answer my
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>>> questions and concerns effectively. And, on

the sly they said they

>>> didn't do any looking into it before signing up

or trusting your

>>> claims. Given how well we know each other,

it made me feel

>>> inadequate in communicating effectively in

regards to my advocacy

>>> from some perspectives. But, objectively I

know cults and frauds

>>> deceive and that is a major component of

how they trick victims into

>>> paying for bogus services or joining them,

so, I accept it is more

>>> undue influence and brainwashing by your

"academy" rather than any

>>> failures on my part to effectively

communicate.  I'm always open to

>>> clarification and direct communication to

resolve

>>> misunderstandings.  And, anyone with any

empathy at all for

>>> survivors like me would seek to alleviate

worry and concern that

>>> triggers trauma rather than exacerbate it
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unless suffering undue

>>> influence of people like you.  So, this

message is one last attempt

>>> at potentially giving you the benefit of any

doubts while

>>> understanding I did my research and am

likely completely right in my

>>> current assessment of the situation.

However, I am humble enough to

>>> consider the remote possibility that I've

stumbled into a comedy of

>>> errors of epic proportion which when

effectively explained may make

>>> a great plot for a novel or film.  I do write

fiction to help manage

>>> my trauma and process. So, either way

something good can come out of

>>> this.

>>>

>>> Now, I don't know if you've had the

opportunity to visit

>>> http://www.heal-online.org/breathless.htm

and see the information

>>> I've researched on you and your services

with sources cited.  That
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>>> page is filled with statements and not

questions.  So, in the event

>>> you are not sure how to respond to critical

statements with sources

>>> cited with your own alternative statements

(with sources cited) to

>>> address any misunderstanding, here are the

questions you need to

>>> answer to resolve or get any changes made

to the HEAL site.  If you

>>> prove I'm in error, I'll publicly apologize to

you and admit that

>>> while I exercised due diligence in all regards,

apparently I still

>>> was not fully informed.  If you remain silent,

I'll assume you have

>>> no foundation on which to do or make any

claim nor sell any service

>>> and that your silence is an admission of your

own guilt because you

>>> have no retort.  In addition, I understand

narcissists ignore

>>> criticism, even when well-founded and fact-

based, and it will

>>> further validate my concern that you are a
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narcissism cult unduly

>>> influencing someone I care for deeply.  The

questions:

>>>

>>> 1.  What are the legal names of Kaya

Danielle Leigh aka Kaya Azure

>>> and Aeleo Azure?

>>>

>>> 2.  Through what, if any, mental health,

medical, or athletic

>>> training licensing boards are you licensed to

provide medical,

>>> mental health, or athletic/yoga training?

>>>

>>> 3.  Through what entity or school are your

founders certified or

>>> through which entity or school did you earn

any degrees qualifying

>>> you to provide any services you offer through

Sacred Breath Academy?

>>>

>>> 4.  In what state to you hold any business

licenses as Sacred Breath

>>> Academy?  If you are licensed under any

other business name, what is
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>>> it?

>>>

>>> 5.  In what state is Sacred Breath Academy

accredited to provide any

>>> certifications of any sort?

>>>

>>> 6.  Through what independent third-party lab

are your sensual

>>> creams, lotions, and bath/body products

tested for quality assurance

>>> before being marketed?

>>>

>>> 7.  Have you ever studied comparative

religion or philosophy

>>> in-depth?  If so, did you major or minor in it? 

If so, where? (This

>>> question is because you claim on your site

that air or breath is

>>> feminine which is patently false.  It either has

no gender (science)

>>> or is masculine (religion/philosophy).  The

fact that a female runs

>>> SBA and centers the idea around herself,

suggests it is run by a

>>> narcissist who is delusional and extremely
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ignorant.  But, I'm

>>> willing to be corrected if mistaken.  Breath

may be dependent on the

>>> gender of the breather and would still

suggest self-absorption and

>>> narcissism if claiming everyone's breath is a

gift from the

>>> narcissist and holds the gender of the

narcissist making false

>>> claims.  But, mammals breathe amniotic fluid

as our first breaths of

>>> life in the womb.  And, amniotic fluid is often

referred to as

>>> "water" or "waters".  Source:

>>> https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amniotic_fluid

And, traditionally

>>> philosophically and religiously, water is

feminine.  But, you don't

>>> teach people to breathe amniotic fluid or

water, it happens

>>> naturally and only under certain conditions. 

So, the first breath

>>> of life is arguably breathing water.  But, at

best you mislead and

>>> pervert all truths to sell bullshit when
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remotely examined from an

>>> informed position.  I'm happy to be

corrected.  So, you are using

>>> brainwashing and causing changes to brain

chemistry through forcing

>>> people to breathe differently which results in

serious health risks

>>> that are the risks you claim to address with

your lies from my

>>> perspective and any educated perspective. 

Your activities have been

>>> shown in scientific studies to increase

paranoia, risk of heart

>>> attack, anxiety, and more.  In addition, it has

been shown it

>>> results in people feeling lightheaded and

dizzy which means they are

>>> not getting the right balance and makes

them suggestible to

>>> brainwashing and undue influence.

>>>

>>> So, I may have more questions.  Should you

have the confidence and

>>> ability to effectively address my concerns

and answer my questions,
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>>> I'll be happy to reconsider my current

position and am always happy

>>> to be further enlightened.  But, you'll have to

excuse any

>>> abrasiveness as from my perspective you

are currently criminals who

>>> have harmed my friend by isolating,

brainwashing, and defrauding

>>> him.  And, based on my own experiences as

a victim, survivor,

>>> activist, and advocate, my perspective is

quite informed with a

>>> solid foundation in fact and evidence. So,

while others, including

>>> you, may encourage everyone else suspend

their honest reason and

>>> commitment to truth for the sake of

benefiting your profit margins,

>>> I won't do that ever.  But, I will consider

honest and supported

>>> statements with sources cited clearing up

any misunderstanding or

>>> correcting me should I be in error.  I'm happy

to apologize should

>>> that be the case.
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>>>

>>> I look forward to hearing from you and will be

pleasantly surprised

>>> by any response.  But, as I believe you to be

a fraud and

>>> narcissistic cult, my expectation is that you

will remain silent and

>>> dismissive of valid and reasonable concerns

raised about your

>>> "academy" or respond with your own

questions to evade actually

>>> addressing my concerns.  Evading my

concerns by going on the

>>> offensive to attack rather than address my

concerns, will further

>>> reinforce my current understanding and

position.  And, I'll give you

>>> until Friday, April 5th, 2019 at 4:30pm Pacific

to respond before

>>> adding to our information page on your

program that we sent you

>>> questions in the event we were mistaken and

you failed to respond

>>> while including that based on our experience

that suggests you are
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>>> exactly what we understand you to be at this

time.

>>>

>>> I'll spend my life as I have helping to liberate

people from

>>> exploitation by cults, frauds, and other

criminals.  And, I hope to

>>> successfully liberate my friend too.

>>>

>>> Sincerely,

>>>

>>> Angela Smith

>>>

>>> HEAL National Coordinator/Co-Founder

>>>

>>> PS  I like responses to be recorded.  So,

e-mail is as good as phone

>>> since I record my calls.  But, if you state you

don't want your

>>> responses posted or to be included at

>>> http://www.heal-online.org/requests.htm, I'll

respect that request

>>> and keep our communications off the site. 

Some people want it

>>> posted, some don't when offered this
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opportunity.  To encourage

>>> dialogue, I do respect such requests when

expressly made.

>>>
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